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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Background of the study 
 
 
Nowadays, demand on powerful engine has increased enormously due to the 
ability of the engine to produce rapid acceleration. Power up engine is a method of 
increasing engine power beyond the ability of normal stock engine. There are several 
ways to power up engine such as, having bigger cylinder, which mean by increasing the 
size of bore and stroke, supercharger and turbocharger. Some of these devices assist 
engine to induce more air into intake manifold. Apparently, the least expensive, easy to 
main yet producing good output to vehicle is by having a turbocharger.  
 
 
By the aid of turbocharger, engine can produce more power at the same speed of 
Naturally Aspirated (NA) engine. Technically speaking, turbocharger forcing more air 
into combustion chamber thus, this will increase and improve volumetric efficiency 
(Crouse and Anglin, 1993).   
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Figure 1.1 Operation of a turbocharger (Source: 
http://conceptengine.tripod.com) 
  
 
 In turbocharger system as illustrated in Figure 1.1, there are two main parts, 
which are compressor and turbine. Turbine acts as centrifugal air pump, which is driven 
by exhaust gas while compressor induced air, compressed it and forced the air to 
combustion chamber. Both of the parts are connected via main shaft, which is turned by 
turbine by the flow of exhaust gas that strike turbine’s blade. The rotation speed of 
turbine depends on the speed of high temperature exhaust flow and normally it can 
achieve to more than hundred thousands RPM. Heat is distributed throughout the whole 
turbocharger components due to different of temperature between parts. Some of the 
heat loss through convection to ambient and some of the heat are conducted through 
components. Heat losses will deteriorate turbocharger performance and specifically on 
turbine side. Since turbine volute has larger area exposed to ambient, thus it acts as a 
main source of heat loss. 
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The main purpose of this research is to study of the temperature and heat 
distribution at turbocharger turbine’s volute. This study will be focused on the 
temperature variation at the turbine volute. The investigation on heat flow throughout 
turbocharger components is well studied in this project. The author has made several 
literature reviews in this topic, which will be discussed in great details after this. 
Consequently, the author will develop simplified model of turbine volute in one-
dimensional and two-dimensional and verified with experimental works. Furthermore, a 
three-dimensional model is made which mimics the real process that occurs at turbine 
volute. The analysis will be conducted by MATLAB and FLUENT. 
 
 
 
 
1.2 Objective 
 
 
 To identify the effect of heat distribution and heat transfer within a turbine volute 
that influences a turbocharger performance. 
 
 
 
 
1.3 Problems Statement 
 
 
The problem statements for this thesis are 
a) Heat loss can be portrayed as lost of energy that can be utilized. 
b) Heat loss due to heat transfer should be reduced or minimized to 
obtain optimum work transfer. 
c) Investigation or study of heat distribution is deemed necessary to 
capture the phenomenon of heat transfer that occurs. 
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1.4 Scopes 
 
 
The scopes for this thesis are 
a) Initial analysis will be based on numerical calculation in MATLAB 
b) Three-dimensional model will be created in FLUENT 
c) Volute modelling is based on HOLSET H3B nozzle less volute  
d) Only steady state simulation will be conducted 
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1.5 Methodology 
 
 
Methodology that have been created is applied throughout this research on the 
simulation model as showed in Figure 1.2: 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Methodology for heat distribution study on turbocharger turbine 
volute 
 
